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Editorial. 
. There is such a thing as "frightful good order." Every device 
is used to check nature and to curb the independence of boys in 
large graded schools. If a 'teacher should by accident or design 
cause pupils to laugh, it is heresy. Now we don't believe in this 
kind of gO'od order. We like to see children act natuntlly. It is 
well physically, mentally, alld morally, that pupils should laugh. 
If matters are put to them in such a way as to ma~e:them laugh, it 
shows. that they are interested. Children are keen', too, and will 
not laugh at suGh pedagogical buffoonery as puns or stale jokes. 
Of course, as ill everything else, laughiDg may be carried to ex-
cess. - But an occasional laugh acts 0 11 the mental atmosphere of 
the school· room as electricity on th~ ai r, it dissipatt'sdullness, and 
rouses the sleepy and the idle. 
it is a mistake to suppose that the elementary branches are not-
interesting to <children. Children like to do what they can do 
well, what they understand, or are on the road to understanding . 
. The fact of his having plOgressed so fal: in his text-book is a 
source of satisfaction to the child, whereas instruction vaguely 
presented and imperfectly understood renders the student restless 
and discontented . What interests a child most is to feel 'that he 
knows for s1tr~, and to this end he should not be advanced to 
. another stage until he is sure of his footing in tht: present one. 
Hence drill upon' each new principle when in hand is preferable 
to the practice of "turning the ' book," again and again . Nor 
" 
should the work presented in the text be considered sufficient. 
The examples in any arithmetic, for instance, should be but the 
text for a whole sermon of additional problems original and se· 
lected. 
The preliminary announcement of a program for the meeting 
of the National Educational Association, published elsewhere in -
this issue, promises a series of unusually interesting papers and 
discussions. Dr. Hancock, the-President of the Association, and 
an honored and influential member of long standing, knows well 
how to harness in the for~es. The indications are not only that 
this meeting will be very 'Iargely attended, but also that it ,viii re~ 
suit in determining some very important educational questions 
now under diSCUSSion. As there was no meeting of this bodY 'last 
year, its members will come together' doubly charged with :the ' 
fire of enthusiasm, and doubly eager to express and listen to con-
victions reached by long experience and study. The men who in· 
spire the proceedings of this great body of educators are all ~a,.­
"~st work~rs, and do not get together to play, puff, or 'be puffed. 
They are laboring for a purpose, and their discussions are usually 
marked by a pointedness and progressiveness characteristic of the 
true educator. It is always possible to point to ,.~sulls after their 
meetings, and the cause of popular education is always materiiLll y 
benefited by them. It is one of the most profitable investments 
which a young teacher can make, to purchase the published vol· 
ume of their proceedings. Copies may be had· by addressing the . 
secretary, 
The new generation seems to be mentally affected if we are to 
judge of them froni the essays, addresses, salutatories, and vale4ic-
tories whicO are given to the world in the latter part qf every 
June from t~e platforms of Qur thousand and one ur;liversitjes, 
colleges, and academies. It seems never to 'occur to tJlOse young 
ladies and gentlemen to discuss or treat of any subje;ct within the 
comprehension of their audiimces, if within their .own. The 
higher resthetios, the transcel}dental philosophy of Kant and 
Comte, . the qlleer sociology of Spencer, the original sayings 
of Beecher, the picturesque and kaleidoscopic religion of 
Sw~ng and Talm.age, and the incomprehensible wisdom of the 
Sage of Concord supply the bits and scraps of wisdom which by 
some strange process they j\lmble together in an unintelligible 
whole. The youn~ ladies in some cases resort to the advanced ideas 
of Susan B. Anthony, tJ:1e prattle of J. G. Holland, and the gush 
of George William Curtis for their pearls of wit and wisdom. A 
new departure is n'eeded. Will not the young ladies and gentle· 
men treat of something more practical, something of which they 
have at .least a little knowledge, something of which they can 
write intelligibly. We have been intimidated from going to any . 
commencement exercises for four years. Give us a chance to go 
next year. Talk sense;. Write it, too. 
"The schools of this villaie are prosperous under Ihe judicious care of Mrs. 
B--. The pupiTs are being cnrefully prepared for lhe closing exercises: ' 
-Eott,.oct f,.D", a reunl,y I'al"1' • . 
Yes, the pupils are being pr_epilred for. the closing exercises not 
only in that village school, but through the len gill and breadth 
of this broad land. So·called· declail1ations and compositions are 
being prepared. "Box and Cox," "Little Red Riding·hood," 
and all the school dramas are beiug industriously rehearsed, in 
" 
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school and out of it. Every weak-eyed, weak-nerved little girl 
is on the rack of exertion and will so continue till the end of the 
term if she can live through the fearful ordeal. Every urchin is 
being urged to consider that he may be the future Webster, or 
Calhoun; marbles, tops, and all boyish amusements are to be 
eschewed that he may get his piece and rehearse it to the teacher. 
'The whole school is being turned into a primary dramatic school 
for the education of the futur!! orators and actresses of the nation. 
Reading, writing, and arithmetic are too vulgar to be thought of. 
Four or five weeks are thus spent in such work. Does it pay? 
Emphatically, no. The declamations by boys and girls of pieces 
which they do not understand, and of nonsense which they 11ad 
better not understand, can not pay. 
It is a little perplexing to determine just how far to deviate 
from a given beaten path in teaching, or how far to disregard 
"ruts," as our educators say. If children were all dull or all 
bright the course would clear. Bright children become dis-
gusted with set methods and branch ant on unexpected paths and 
discover innumerable ingenious methods and devices. If aU 
were bright, of course, the teacher's duty would be not only to 
follow but to lead these expeditions into the realm of invention 
and originality. But the unfortunate fact is that not more than 
one third of any given class will possess tbis·inventive talent, and 
the remaining two-thirds are confused, if not totally disheartened, 
by a variety of ways of performing a certain operation. It taxes 
all the power they possess to do it in one way; their mental ac-
tion being so slow, uncertain, and irregular that variety of views 
or dexterity of performance bewilders instead of en lightning 
them. If we hold back the class till the dull ones attain this 
mental facility we do injustice to the bright pupils. If we sym-
pathize with the mental habits of the bright ones only, we leave 
the dull ones forlorn stragglers along the road. 
It is for this reason that specialists usually have poor success iii 
producing results in their pupils. 1 hey are interesting lecturers 
on their special branches, ridi bg their cavorting hobbies before 
the class in the style of the gay dress parade; but they are not 
teachers; do not consider a state of !pind slower than their own 
or the need of testing and' measuring what they imagine they 
have imparted; hence they do not teach. Between the quack 
lightning calculator and the slave to the text, there is a wide field 
for the exercise and display of common sense. 
Our advice would be: Enforce not more than three rior less 
than two methods of performing, explaining, or abbreviating an 
operation; but be always ready to hear and generous to encour-
age anything that crops out in the shape of originality. The un-
trained eye of poor Kasper Hauser was pained at the sight of !l 
landscape which appeared to him as an extensive daub on a flat 
surface, alid alas I many ifnot the majority of minds are still so 
low in the stages of development as not t~ be able to take in more 
than one feature at a time of a picture or a plan-unable to appre-
ciate the unities and relations of knowledge, the symmetry of de-
sign, the beauty of science even in the simplest form. 
AMATEUR PEDAGOGY. 
THE efforts and talk of an amateur are always annoying to 
-professionals in the same line. Michael Angelo could not 
tolerate anyone who attempted to talk to him on art, and with 
very good reason, too; the subject wac; so vast and yet so much 
within his comprehension and in his power that for a dabbler to 
,!,ention it in his presence waso/l'ensive, almost sacrilegious. Ev-
". 
eryone, no matter how expert in one branch, has a craving to be 
an amateur ill another. Even Dickens had,a weakness to be an , 
athlete, and was checked only by his love of good living. ,Most 
people, however, long to try their hand outside their proper 
sphere at only one thing-besides teaching; in that all the world, , 
including many professional teachers, and excepting a few, are 
amateurs. No man or woman ever lived that did not believe 
himself capable of teaching school or directing others how to do 
so. Pedd lers, saddlers, butchers, or bakers; mad men, sad men, 
foolish, or witty; no matter what their education or station and 
experience In life, each has his pet method of managing a 
school. 
All other callings are by calm behest 
Resigned to those who understand them best; 
But every wordy, theoretic leech 
Can tell the teacher how he ought to teach. 
The reason for this is that, perhaps, in the whole range of 
learned or unlearned occupations, that of teaching is the most 
complex, and next to the act of composing a poem, successful 
teaching is the most difficult kind of labor to describe. How to 
make a watch may be told; how to teach a good school can never 
be told satisfactorily. Hence most people, knowing absolutely 
nothing of the art and hidden springs of motive power in teach-
ing, display the assurance of total ignorance in fancying ·th..er 
know all about it. 
Another reason is that the desire to gain information is one of ' 
the strongest of the mind, while the desire to impart it is stronger -, 
still; so most people long to teach-to teach something, even a 
dog, and secretly believe that it is.theopportunity, not the ability 
that is lacking. This feeling breaks out in various forms ; the 
pulpit ha's it in an aggravated furm; the bench, the bar, the au-
thor, the politician, even the business man, has something to 
teach the world. The fatness of his will brings to the million-
aire's last hour a pang of regret that the ability to make so much 
money, that the giant intellect soon to be lost to the" communion 
of weeping humanity (and smiling heirs), was not devoted to the 
task of instructing his kind. Hence the bequests to institutions 
of 1earning; the spirit of the amateur pedagogue protesting at 
the h?ur of disso~ution against the grasping selfishness of the 
miser. 
We do not· object to this spirit of amateu~ pedagogy; but when 
in disquietude it manifests itself 'to the a~noyance of practical 
hands, it can easily be exorcised by repeating the. cabalistic 
formula : " Bachelors' wives and old maids' children!" 
THE NEED OF KINDERGARTEN WORK. 
MISS Elizab~th P. Peabody has recently written to a lady in Chicago a very interesting letter on Charity Kinder.-
gartens. This subject is only beginning to interest people in 
general, but we believe this work alone is destined to do more 
to banish crime and form a substantial basis for knowledge and 
the consequent development of all social and political good for 
this country than almost any other branch of education. (fhis 
does for mental and moral culture what the sub-soil plow does 
for the culture of the soil; it breaks up and prepares the gropnd 
for the sowing of good seed, which shall in future yield the fruit 
that will enrich the nation. Habits of industry are established; 
methods of thought are developed; a knowledge of right and 
wrong is inculcated; and a desire to reap the reward of well ' 
directed labor inspired. When once a hold for good is obtain~d 
upon the lower classes through patient ki rl'dergarten wOl1k, the 
:publicschools will have received a more material aid than most 
. . 
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peOple are yet willing to concede, and the country has some 
grounds of hope for future statesmanship. It is always the 
vaCant I minds, and the lack of a proper incentive to work that 
creates the vicious classes. 
Am,erican p<;ople seem to be impulsively ready to go to ex-
tremeji in good or evil. The trashy literature of the day will 
not -have so great a hold upon the minds and hearts of young 
people that have been properly trained in childhood. There is 
a great deal said and written in these days about home training 
being the best school for children, etc., etc., but the fact is, 
that almost everbody is either too busy or too lazy to do the 
children justice. The average business man scarcely sees his 
children at all, except upon the Sabbath, and then too often 
gives them no attention, except a command to "keep quiet," 
while the mother gives her children to the care of hirelings, 
while she attends upon her duties or pleasures, or is so over-
worked that she can ' hardly tolerate their restless activity, and 
"t,urns them out to get rid of them," or tucks them in bed early 
that she may be "quiet," until it is now everywhere asserted 
that American children are the worst trained and most ill-behaved 
- children in the world; and thus it happens that kindergartening 
has a mission among the rich and the well-to-do as well as among 
the poorer classes. While we cannot but deprecate the existing 
state of affairs, we still feel that there is hope for better children, 
better scholars, deeper thinkers, and more active workers where-
ever the kindergarten has once become an element in the child-
ren's education. 
There are men and w.omen who have worked earnestly in this 
cause, ' and with good results, who have been only modestly 
anxious to do a good work, but many more have established a 
sort of cant among kindergartners that makes the snbject distasteful 
_ to many people, and unpopular in certain circles. A person 
who has received six months' training under some teacher, or 
.at some established training school, at once declares that no one 
without that training can possibly comprehend Froebel's meth-
ods, and everybody is denounced as an imposter who presumes ' 
to express an opinion without the important "six months." We 
are well aware that many kindergartners would resent this criti-
cism, but 'we feel that it is time the best of them opened their eyes 
to this fact, and began forthwith to put down this crippling cant. 
Having the success of this movement at heart , seeing all its possi-
bilities and benefits, \ve have often regretted the effect produced 
by some newly fledged school-girl with her six months' training, 
and quite sure of the ignorance of the rest of the world. No 
. doubt imposters arise, but the new education will make its way 
l*tter, and produce deeper results, when the world is left to 
decide for itself in this as in other things. 
There are so many subjects of practical importance to us on 
which we are deeply interested, and yet imperfectly informed, 
that most people are willing to concede to specialists a better 
knowledge of their work, and glad to learn of them, since there 
is not' time for personal research into everything in this' world; 
but specialists in any direction should remember that always 
dechlFing to people their ignorance is not the way to educate. It 
, is ~lways better to keep clear of pr.ejudice; and then. having an 
unobstructed way, people are quick to detect the real from the 
and glad to ~dopt anything that proves of real value 
, _Energy will do anything that can he done in the world; and no talents, 
110 c1rCWJ!Stances, no opportunities, will make a two-legged' animal a man 
WUhout it. - Gotlhl. . 
REVIEWS. 
Tacitus. The sixth book of the annals. Edited with Notes by the Rev. Al-
fred J. .?h~rcb, ~. A. London: Macmillan & Co. 1878. 90 cents. 
M. T,;,"" .CutronlS De Natura Deorum, De Divinatione, De Fato recog-
~~~I~.mbolr1us Klotz Novi Eboraci, apud Harperos Fratres. MDCCC· 
These two' little works, for sale by Messrs. Jansen, McClurg & 
Co., 117 and 119 State street, Chicago, bear evidence of schol-
arly ~reparation and scholarly thought, though the outcome in 
e~h I~, so :0 speak, sui generis. The English work contains an 
hl:tonc~1 mtroduction occupying eight pages; then there are 
thlrty-s~x pages of the Latin text followed ~y forty-four pages of 
notes dtrectly upon the text, and ten pages of historical informa-
tion as to the financial crisis at Rome A. D. 33, and a resume of 
Tacitus's character of the emperor Tiberius. A voluminous in-
dex is appended to the whole. It will thus be seen that no labor 
has been spared in endeavoring to make the book useful to the 
h~nef;~ inquirer for truth. The labored argument to show that 
Tlr:~~IUs was by T acitus a much maligned individual and if not 
pOSItively a whole souled, generous fellow, at least the victim of 
uncontroll~ble circumstances is exceedingiy interesting and some-
wha~ ~lauslble. The book is finished up with fifty pages of ad-
vertlSlng. 
:rhe American book on the other hand contains 273 pages of 
pnnted matter within th6 entire compass of which cannot be 
fO~ld fifty -English words. It is Cicero pure and simple. It will 
delIght the cockles of the hearts of the adherents to the new 
school o~ Heness and Sauveur in at least. remaining true to its 
chosen dlal~ct. Both books are meritorious in their way. They 
are convement for the pocket and one may easily slip out from 
the. busy town with either Tacitus or Cicero for company and 
~vhlle away an hour or two pleasantly enough with either, though 
It mus.t be c01~fessed that Cicero's topics are less soul-harrowing 
~nd hIS materIals far more extensive. The battle of the classics 
IS yet to be fought. Shall we have more extensive curricula in 
the ~atter of reading and be less rigid in the niceties of gram-
matical research, or shall we clingfasttothe time-honored modes 
. of just so much Latin in four years, the most of which is culled 
from between the lids of a grammar? 
TIlt Art oj Proi~cting. .A manual of experimentation in Physics, Chemistry 
and Natural HIstOry, WIth the Porte Lumiere and Magic Lante B' 
Prof, A. E. Dolbear. Boston: Lee & Shepard. $1.50. For sale by j~se! 
McClurg & Co., 117 and 119 State street, Chicago. , I 
Here .is a book of 58 small ilvo pages, which every pra~tical 
teacher m the land should possess. The author shows how with 
only a very ~Ioderate outlay a porte fumiere may be constructed . 
~y an~ one :"Ith the least mechanical ingenuity, and then par-
tlculanzes WIth regard to its use through the< entire d ': f 
Ph . IS ' omam 0 ~slca ~Ience. Projections of Outline Drawings in any branch 
of. mst~uctlOn, Crystallizations, all the ordin'3Iy experiments in 
A~~ustJcs, the numberless phenomena of Light, Heat, ana Elec-
. tnclt! are drawn ~pon to fill up the quota desi.red, and even the . 
reactIOns of chemlstry are made to appear in. their processes and 
result.s mll:~ified visibly upon the screen. 'Phe phenomena of 
polar.lzed h~ht, the chang~ng figures of t?e Kaleidoscope, and 
th~ tm~ del11zens of the mIcroscopic world are made to contrib-
ute theIr share of amusement and instruction. The book is in ev-
er;y respect well worthy of a careful perusal and will no d bt'-
d
' . . ou 1D 
uce many an ambItIOUS teacher ta'attempt an I'mpro e • 
.' v men. on 
the routme methods of hIS school-room. 
-The worst education which teaches self-denial is better than 
which teaclies everytbin& else, and not that. the 1 bes 
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THE NATIONAL EDUCATTONAL ASSOCIATION. 
PROGRAM OF EXERCIS.;S FOR THE MEETING TO HE HELD AT PHILADELPHIA, 
JUI,Y 29, 30 , and 31, 1879· 
(Incomplete.) 
GENKIlAl. ASSOCIATION.-
JOHN HANCOCk, DAyton, Ohio, President. 
W. D. HENKI.E, Salem, 0., Secretary. . 
" I. ORMUND WILSON, Washington, D. C., Treasury. 
7ilt.day, 7uly 29.-10 o'clock, J. Opening Exercises. 2. Presidenl's 
Tnaugural. 3. Rcporl-The High School Question: Hon. J. 'N. Dickinson, 
Secretary State Hoard of Education, Boston, Maso. 
EvmiHg StSSiOH-8 o'clock, Address : "The Neighborhood 'is the Start· 
ing Point ill Education." Rev. Robert E. Thompson, Professor Social Sci· 
ence in the University of Pennsylvania. 
Wtdlfu day, A. M., .7uly )0.-<) o'clock, I. Paper by Hon. Andrew J' 
RickoR', A. M., Snperintendent Puhlic Instruction, Cleveland, Ohio. Subject: 
A Readjustment of Common School Studies Necessary. Discussion opened 
l1y H . F. Harrington. A. M., Supt. Schools, New Bcdford, Mass. 2. Address 
oy Hou. John D . Philbrick, LL. D., B05ton, Mass. Subject: Education at 
' Home and Abroad . Discussion opened by Hon. J. P. Wickersham, LL. D., 
Superintendent of Public In' truction for the State of Pennsylvania. 
Evmi"g StssiDll- 8 o'clock, Address on "Technical Education," by Hon. 
J . M. Gregory, LL. D., P:esident Industri!lI University of Illinois. 
Tlmrsday, A. M., 7u~y )r.-9 o'clock. I . Report on the Bcst State School 
Sy"ttm, hy Hon. J . H. Smart, Superintendent of Public Education for the 
State of Intliana, and Chairman of the Committee. Discussion opeued by 
Hon. C. A. Gower, Superintendent of Public Instruction for the State of 
Michigan . 
[The e,crdses for the remainder of this se'lSion not entirely determined 
upon.] 
DKPAIlTMENT OF NORMAL SCHooLS-
W. F . PUEl.PS, Winonn, Minn., Preside·nt. 
T. MAIlCIU,LUS MARSHALL, W. Va., Vice President. 
MISS GRACE C. BIUII, St. LoUIS, Mo., Secretary. 
1'mdnv Ajltr"oo".-r. Opening Address by the President. 2. Paper-
Methods or Proressional Instruction in Normal Schooll; President J. Bald. 
win, Kirhville. Mo. Dilculsion-opened by Prillcipal D. Kichle, State 
Normal School, St. Cloud, Minn. 3. Paper-Proressional Degrees for 
Tcacberl, Principal J. C. Gilchrist, State Normal School, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
Discu~sion, opened by Pror. John Ogden, :Worthington, O. 4. Appointment 
of Committee 011 Nominltioll of officers, and miscellaneous business. 
Wtdnm/ay Ajl"'"Dtn1.-J. Paper-Normal T.nining, John H. French, 
LL. D., State Normal School, Indiana, Pa. Di .cuuion, opened by Principal 
Washington HlUlbrouck, State Normal School Trenton, N. J. 2. Paper-
What the Normal Schooll or New York are domg for the Professional Train. 
ing of Teachers. Prof. Jerome Allen, Geneseo, N. V. Discussion, opened 
by Principal C. C. Rounds, Farmington, Me. 3. Repon of the Committee 
qn nomination of officers, and action tber~on . 
1'IIur.day:1/1trHoDH.-I. Paper-A c:mtribution to the Question or Pro. 
, re~sional Instruclion in our Normal Schools ; I'ror. Lewis McLouth, Ypsilanti, 
Mich. Discussion or Prof. McLouth's paper. Un6nished business • . 
DKl'AR't'MKNT Of' INDUSTIlIAL EOUCATION.-
J. ,D. RUNKL~:, 1I0non, MRSI., Pres't. 
L. S. THOMI'SON, Larayette, Ind., Vice President. 
CIIAS. Y. LACY, Minnneapoli" Secreta.,.. 
Tutsday A/ltrnooll.-1. Opening Address, by the Vice.Preo;ident, Prof. 
L. S. Thompson, Purdue University, Layrayette, Ind. 2 . Paper-The Be. 
ginnmgs .of Industrial Education. Hon. M. A. Newell, State Superintendent 
of Public Instruction, Baltimore, Md. 3. Discussion of the above papers; 
opened by Pres't E. E. White, LL. D., P~rdue University, L,\fayettc, Ind. 1. 
Appointment of committee on nomination of officers of the Department. 
Wttillm/a.>' I#(lUHOllt-l. A Talk or Lecture; giving an explanation of ' 
th~ ule of Modeling in Education,-iIIu,trated hy working in clay; Ed. 
ward A. Spring, sculptor, Perth Amboy, New Jersey, 2. Discussion of the 
ahove exercl.e. 3. P .. per-Industrial Education, or the Equal Education of 
the Held, the Heart, and the Hand; Prof. Alex. Kogg A. M., College Sta . 
tion, Texas. 3. Discuuion of the ahove paper. 5. Election of officers. 
Tllursday '''/It,.,.OOll-l. DiSCUllion-Mcthod. of Teaching Drawing. 2. 
M iscclJaneolll BUliness, 
The Speliing Reform Association will meet as a branch of the National 
Association. 
PRESIDKNT, F. A. March. 
, VICE-PRESIDENT, S. S. Haldeman, LL. D., C. K. Nelson, D. D., C. 
Jones, Eliza B. :Sums. 
SECRETARY, Melvil Dewey. 
TREASURER, C. H. Barlow. 
Sts.io .. Tutsday P. M.-'!The Present oHhe Spelling Reform in America," 
Dr. F. A. March, "The Spelling Reform in England," C. Jones, A. B., Liv· 
erpool, Eng., Secretary Spelling Reform Society. 
Stssion WttiHtsday P. M.-"The Spelling Reform in Germany and other 
cou~tries of Europe," Prof. H. C. G. Brandt,' of Johns Hopkins University. 
Addresses and discussions by·Prof. S. S. Haldeman, Hon. W. T. Harris, Hon. 
W. D. Henkle,and others. The Annual business meeting, Reports, Election 
of officers. 
DEPARTMENT O~' SUPERINTENDENCE.-
J. P. WICKERSHAM, Harrisburg, Pa. , President. 
J . H . SMARI', Indianapolis, Ind" Vice· President. 
R . W. STEVENSON, Columbus, 0., Secretary. 
As this department hold. a special meeting every ;"inter in Washington 
City, no exercises at Pbiladelphia have been provided for. 
The program for the department or Higher Instruction and the program for 
the department of Elementary SChools are not yet complete, but they are in a 
forward state of preparation, and will be announced in a few days. 
The General Association and the several departments will hold their ses-
sions on Thursday afternoon and evening at the Centennial building. 
The arrangements for the evening meetIng have been placed in the hands 
of the Local Committees of Philadelphia. 
Excellent arrangements have been made with the hotels to accolllmodate 
an almost unlimited number of guests. Satisfactory arrangements have about 
been concluded with railroads for greatly reduced fares. Definite announce· 
ment as to arrangements with both hotels and railroads will be made very 
soon. , 
FIGURES FIGHTING FOR GOOD SCHOOLS. 
THE absurdity and contemptible meanness of the appeal of the antagonists of high school. ' to th .. economical proclivities of taxpayers, is rendered 
Palpable whenever anyone takes the trouble to estimate the tax per ,'00 in 
any ordinary tax levy, either for the establishment or maintenance of a judi· 
cioully arranged school of this kind. They had an election at Ottawa, Ill .• 
on Saturday, the 17th instant, to empower the trustees to borrow $10,000 in 
addition to 16,000 previously voted, to purchase a site and erect suitable 
buildings for the Ottawa High School, which is now conducted in the base-
ment of a church, in quarters entirely inadequate. The Ottawa Rtpu6lica .. 
sets forth the Asstssor's valualiDH of taxable prQperty in the townships con· 
cerned (Ottawa, '2,317,«>93.28, and South Ottawa,'S'2,291.70), and shows 
that dividing the total ,16,000 required into eight annual payments, as the 
board intends, the annual tax called for amounts to less than 'Ion every 
'1,000. A majority of tax-paying voters are assessed at less than $500, al. 
though the real value of their property may be assumed to be, as usual, much 
greater. Think or these voters being appealed to to forego the advantages of 
a high school in tbeir midst in order to escape a tax of fifty cents a year! It 
would be an insult to the intelligence of a rag.picker to assume that he would . 
resist the ~ establishment of a scbool to avoid such a paltry payment. 
Here let us remind our readers that a few months ago we showed that the 
excellent higb school of Indianapolis cost last year but 3 cents on each '100 
of the city .. scssment. The next week we demonstrated that the total cost 
of all the Chicago common schools last year (,626,228. 38, less $24,244 fOr 
school sites and permanent improvements and less '252,789.°5 received from 
state and permanent runds) was only some 3 mills on the dollar of the total 
tax valuation of this city. The current expenses of the Central High School 
and the three division higb schools together amount to only 36-100 of a mill 
to each dollar of the '131,983,439 at which the city stands assessed. But, as 
a part of this cost is paid out of the state and permanent school funds, the city 
school tax contrihutes not quite 2·10 of a mill on the above valuation, or 20 
cents on each '1,000. It may pay ward politicians to chafe against this tax, 
but, as a rule. tax-payers cannot afford the time. 
The fact is that the opposition to free schools springs from ignorance, sec· 
tarianism, or personal and partisan selfishness. The cbampions of this antag-
onism fear' to avow their real motives, and so, remembering the immemorial 
jealousy of taxation common to all the race, they alarm the multitude with the 
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fear of- beiDg called to pay dollars where the tax-levy will onlyreq~ire nickels 
'or pennies. The only antidote to the poison of these men's misrepresenta-
'tiops is the general diffusion of knowledge in regard to the actual cost and 
work bf the schools_ The press and the pulpit can .do much in _tbis direction, 
bU:~ the schools themselves should do more, Give the facts to the children. 
Let Ihem carry them out inlo Ihe streets and to their homes. Prepare Ihem 
10 cont~adlct falsehoods against the schools wherever they hear Ihem . ... Pre~ ­
cnlly the people, well advised ~ 10 the insignificant proportion of Ihe laxes 
expended for educational purposes, will begin to look about them to se~where 
Ihe great burden of Ihelr laxes does go. This opposition is a "confidence 
game" on the' part of very many. The " conJidence man" warns the unsophis-
ticated slranger against gamblers and pick-pockets, and offers to pilot him 
I.hrough the dangers of the cily, while his confederate is filch ing his pockel-
book. 
The school~ have furnished, and will furnish, Ihe best prolector. of the 
ballot-box and Ihe public treasury. Make them what they should be , and 
• the proteclion rendered will be a.' perfect as Ihe world can hope for this side 
of the millennium.-Chicago Evening 70urnal. 
"MORALS IN THE. SCHOOLS." 
Early last February the Senale of Ihe United States made itself merry over 
the consideration of Senator Bllrnside's bill for leaching juslice, kindness, 
couscientiousness, peace, and other moral qualities in the schools of the Dis-
trict. Senator Burnside, h<;>wever, frankly remarked Ihat he was not at all 
ashamed of his. bill, and that some legislali ve bodies io the country would be 
better behaved. if it had been made a law a good many years ago. The Scho', l 
Board 01 Birmingham, England, m.y now be recorded as following out ideas 
_ resembling Mr. Burnslde'~. It has ordered that in the fulure systematic moral 
instruction shall be given in all the board schools-instruction which shall 
make the chiidren "better acquainted with right and wrong." 
Praclical people will find some fo~d for thought in the preceding paragraph . 
_ when read in connection with two telegram; from Boston, printed in this 
journal yesterday and Tuesday. The fi rst states in a terse line or Iwo that 
while a number of children were playing togelher in ,s,me grJuads near the 
city the other day, one a them, a little girl ten years old, "was pelted with 
stones by the boys." She died early next morn'ng. The second telegram 
relates that on Tuesday "Edward Reardon and Thomas Murphy, ~ac" "i,,~ 
)lIars of ag~, were arraigned on a charge of manslaughter, in causing the 
death of little Hattie Goodspeed by throwing stones." One of these little 
boys was liberated on bail, the other was commItted for trial. Perhaps Sen-
ator Burnside is not so far out of tbe way .when he suggests that we teach 
conscience, kindness, and pity in Ihe schools. The Trio",,, not long ago re 
corded a ~ase of youthful murder in .. Western town almost as bad as this. A 
party of little boy" in leavi'}g the school-house caught one of their school-
mates on the stairs, and so roughly maltreated him that he died shortly afte~. 
Possibly moral instruction mig~t not have been out of place there. Instances 
of .such cruelty often come to the surface, a'ld it is probable that many chilo 
dren are permanently if unconsciously injured by the rough treatment of their 
mates. There are few teacher; who do not recognize the fact that the average 
boy has a good deal of Ihe natural blrbarian 'in him. It would seem to be 
worth the while to extract as much a, p~ssible of the sava;:;e, and replace it 
with some qualities of the possible angel. ' 
There is sound practical sense in the suggestion lhat the schools shouid give 
lOme moral teaching. The largest share of the child's waking time is spent 
at _school, when p~rents can certainly provide no moral training; and there 
are many homes in which such moral training is often either carelessly or ig-
norantly neglected. Perhaps the best school that ever existed was Dr. Arnold's 
Rugby; and there honor, honesty, lrue-heartedness, and kindliness were 
taught with all the enthusiasm of that magnificent Christian. There is no 
school which would not be the better for taking a ieaf from the 'Englishman~s 
book. We cannot, perhip~, have what the Birmingham Board calls " sy"te-
malic moral instruction," but 'a teacher who is fit for his or her post will know 
how·to give occasionally a pithy ten-minute sermon on some of the qualities 
that go to make good and trustworthy men and women. Those who are at a 
10liS for texts will 6nd them in the words of a Teacher whose teaching was 
always most ,simple and most practical. Children do not need sentimental 
advice; but there are few so careless or so hardened tliat Ihey will not respond 
to a little lesson in truth, in honor, and in kindness, given in earnest, familiar, 
and heartfelt fashion. A little of the moral training ridiculed by our Senators 
might possibly have kept these nine-year. old Massachusetts boys' from a ,brutal 
aile! Cl>warqljtcnme.-N. Y. l [ioune. . 
A FREE ART SCHOOL F'OR GIRLS IN FRANCE. 
(From a Pans paper.] 
In 1802 a woman whose whole life was a succession of acts of devotedness 
and beneficence, thc Countess de Montizon, founded, at her own cost, an in-
stitution in Ihe Rue de la Harpe, to which she gave the name of "Nalional 
'School of Design for Young Girls." Her idea appears 10 have been, not ~o 
much to II1crease Ihe number of female artists, properly so called, as to aid 
those young girls who, deprived of the means of support, but posscs~illg a lasle 
and aptitude for certain industrial arts, might be able throul:h snch an institu-
tion to develop such tastes, and lurn them to useful account in practical life. 
She thought that her proteges R!i~ht, by acquiring skill in deSigning', become 
artists in the fabrication of stuffs, laces, wall-papers, fans, enamels, arti~cial 
flowers, and many other branches where their delicacy of taste and tOUell 
would give Ihem a real superiority; and thus open out new avenues for Ihe 
profitable employment of the weaker sex. 
The scbool, after several changes of locality, is now in the Rue de la Seir.e, 
where a large building, airy, in the mIdst of gardens, and receiving a fine 
light from above, enables it to offer to its pupils every necessary accommoda-. 
tion. The pupils now number 200 young girls, from the age of 12 lo 2 5 
years, who receive graluilous instruction in drawing and all necessary bran. 
ches. Several courses have been recently added to the primitive program to 
guide Ihem in Ihe way of decorative application, ana to enable those so dis-
pnsed to become teachers Ihem.elves in these useful studies; and thus, every 
year, there are lectures upon perspective geometry, and the history of _art. 
There is also ' attached to the establishment a practical school where works 
are executed by Ihe pupils ill painting upon glass, faience, and pOrcelain; the 
modeling and decoration of vases, cups, dishes and plate. ; the execulion of 
fine engravillg upon copper and wood, to serve as illustrations for newspapers 
and books ; the creation of models of all kinds for industrial art, from Ihe 
coffer II1crusled with enamel up to 6ne laces as light as Ihe aif itself. . The 
instruction in the different branches is principally given by gentlemen who are > 
eminent in art, and render these services gratuitously; and the edUlation 
given to these young women is ~s complele as it can be made. They th~s 
receive the means of creating for themselves an honorable and lucrative 
career, and can Ihus assu~e to themselves that inestimable boon, the indepen-
dence and dIgnity of an honorable life. 
INTERNATIONAL NORMAL EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE. 
A new educational enterprise has been set on foot by Dr. J. H. Hoose, 
Principal of the State Normal School at Cortland, -N. Y. It is nothlDg Ie\;!; 
than a grand International Educational Conference,-to be held 'at tbe Thou-
sand Island Park, from August II to 16. It must be considered an experi • . 
ment untii it is past, but Ihe indications are that it will be a successful (IDe. 
The followlDg are some of Ihe subjects to be presenled: Induslrial Drawing, 
and how Regular Teachers can Teach it. The Kindergarten ill relaliun lo 
the Public Scbool. The Ethics of Humor. Philosophy of Education. ' Im-
portance of drawing as an Element of Education, and as an Aid to the De-
velopment and Training of Ihe Mind. The Modes of Teaching Drawing ill 
the Normal and Training Schools of Ihe Slate of New York. Training. of 
Teachers. Science of Teaching. Higher Education in its Relations to l he 
State. Object Lessons. What is Ihe Use of Studyini Latin and Greek? The 
T.raining Schools in connectioll with the Normal School. Relat 'ons of Edu-
cation to Civilization. How 10 Teach Algebra. The Psychological Growlh 
and Habits to be attained by Studying Science, and the Modes to be pUf. ued 
ill securing it to the classes taught . . The Aesthetic Inlluences of the School-
room. Methods of Teaching Latin and Greek. The' Separate School Syslem 
of Ontario. The Province' of Methods of Teaching. 
These subjects will he discussed by , such men as Hon .• James H ughcs, 
Toron.to,Ont., C. W. Bardeen, M:alcomb McVicar, Dr. H. B. Wilbur, Ed· 
win C. Cleaves, M. M. Maycock, Hon. G. W. Ross, Slrathroy, Ont., S. P. 
Robbins, 'Montre'!'l, Canada, ,E. J. Peck, Dr. Thomas Hunter, Dr. E . O. 
H ,aven, Dr. J . A. McLellan, Jerome Allen, T. B. Stowell, J. A. MacCabc, F. 
B. Palmer, Rev. Father M. Slafford, Lindsay, Ont., J. H. Hoose. 
Board and l'ldgings per week will be $7.SP. 
For informjLtion relating to roules of travel, rates o( fare, and ~cco~m'!.da 
tions at the Park, address Rev. J. F. Dayan, Secretary Thousand (slimd Park 
Association, Watertown, N. Y. 
-True modesty avoids every. thing that is criminal ; false modesty ~very 
\hing that is unfashionable.-Addison. ~ , -
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Practical Department. 
A HINT TO YOUNG TEACHERS. 
WALLACE E. MATH ER. 
IN conducting a recitation, make it one of the first rules, or , principles, not to do anything that a pupil can or ought to 
do himself. In the arithmetic class John's example doesn't come 
out right. You tell him to go over it again and find his mistake, 
and he looks at you in surprise; the last teacher always did that 
for him, while the rest of the class stood and looked on, or off, as' 
the case might be. He looks through it; and very likely says he 
can't find any mistake; then use your wits and tact and make 
him: It saves time to find it for him? Well, the time saved is 
used to no good and you can not better employ time than in 
teaching a pupil to help hims~lf. So in staling and explaining 
an example, require a reasonable amount of fullness and clearness. 
Don't have him say, "I add this, and subtract that, and get some-
thing else," simply pointing to the numbers as he goes along, as. 
suming that you are able to read them for yourselr, and tell what 
they stand for, as well as he can. 'When he gets through you say, 
-do you? "Yes, you added the amount gained and the price of 
the land and subtracted what he owed and the remainder was 
what he had left," to which he assents, of course. Don't use and 
express your knowledge of his example; require him to use his 
own. His assent to your statements is no proof, hardly an indi-
cation; that he has any knowledge of his own, that you have really 
taught him anything. Knowledge is power-not merely gives 
power; it is power to have, to grasp, to conceive, to think, and 
as a rule to tell. Knowledge is a power to do something, to say 
something, and while it is true that knowledge may be given but 
power must be educated, still don't believe that you are giving 
your pupil knowledge unless you can see that he is getting 
power. 
Full half of a teacher's success is gained when be can make his 
pupils int erested, and interest c.Jmes in proportion to the knowl-
edge an I pOIVt!r that fh~y have, not to what you have, and to which 
they indifferently give assent when asked. Take a bistor'y class. 
Teacher S:lYs: "What year was America discovered, John?" John 
doesn't know, and consequently doesn't care, he would care ,if 
he knew, so he stands and says nothing. Teacller says : "Well, 
do' you think it was in fourteen-ninety-two?" making long 
pauses in the liumber to give John a chance to come in and finish 
it, whi<;h he wont do for he well knows the teacher will say it all, 
and say it right, if he gives him time enough. Then John as-
sents. Teacher says: "Oh, my history class is such a stupid class. 
I try to make it interesting. I tell them all I can about it." But 
my dear teachers, it is when your pupils can. tell you about it that 
they are interested, when 'n~y can do things, when 'nry exercise 
power, that they are happy and pleased. If you want them in-
terested 'make In~'" do all you can. Take the little ones of the C 
cfass and see the snapping of fingers and eyes, and the unbounded 
enthusiasm, of those who can read-A cat-and the compara-
tive indifference of those who can not. You never told '''~many­
thing that began to set them in such a tickle as when they could 
tell you. The pleasure of t~e power of doing something them-
selves is a strong motive to learning to do more. And so I .say, 
Don't do anything in a recitation that a pupil can or ought to do 
for himself. 
-When & man'. life is d~lcable, it follon that his preaching must fall 
into contempt.-st. (rl-qwy. 
BOTANY-PRINCIPLES OF CLASSIFICATION. 
PROF. L. R. F. GRIFFIN, Lake Forest University. 
SO soon as the child has learned that plants possess any affini-ties, he should be taught the principles of classification. To 
this end, his attention must be called first to the broadest distinc-
tions upon which plants are naturally divided. Then step by step 
he can subdivide into orders and genera, until species is reached. 
The following outline wiII show how this may be done. 
Provide and distribute to all the students a specimen of each of 
the great sub-kingdoms; for example, an apple-blossom, Pyrus 
malus, and a club-moss, Lycopodium. The first glance will satisfy . 
the student that they are totally unlike in their manner of growth. 
The apple shows a bunch of beautiful blossoms; the c1ub-mos's 
has only a spore-bearing frond without flowers. This gives the 
broad distinction of Phamogamia, or flowering plants, and Crypto-
gamia, or flowerless plants. 
Then by carefully . directing- his llttention he will very readily 
point out other respects in which these two plants differ The ' 
apple grows from an axis, with all the separate branchlets spring-
ing from the main branch; the moss shows no axis of growth. 
The apple has a woody structure; the moss is cellular. The ap-
ple hll.? stamens and pistils, thus showing the parts 01 a true flower; 
the moss lacks these organs. 
Having thus divided the plants into two divisions, the princi-
ple of placing those whose general characteristics are the same 
in the same division is carried further in various subdivisions. 
Give next some plant like corn . Direct the pupil to make a 
cross section of this, and the apple branch, and compare them. 
The apple shows a series of rings; the corn has all the harder 
masses scattered irregularly. If a kernel of corn and an apple 
seed can be provided, the pupil will see that the apple seed con-
tains two parts, or cotyledons, but the corn has only one. Here 
then is a new division: the Exogen, or outside growers, and the 
Emlogens, or inside growers. Besides, the pupil can see that 
the leaves of the apple are netted by the crossing or interlocking 
of the veins, while in the corn the veins run parallel. 
If now a pine cone can be provided, and the seeds shown, the 
pupil will very readily subdivide the Exogens again, into two 
classes, the Angiosperms. or plants whos" seeds are in ves;els, and 
the Gymnosp~r11ls, whose seeds are naked. 
Finally, the pupil ~an be led to see that this principle of di-
vision and subdivision may be carried to any desired extellt. It 
is only limited by convenience. A perfect classification would 
mention all the essential feattires, and omit all that are unessen-
tial. Such a classification would imply acquaintance with all 
pl.ants, a..nd can be reached only be Infinite Wisdom. 
An excellent exercise at the close is for the pupil to make a ta-
ble of the various divisions that he has determined, somewhat as 
follow~ : 
. {- Phrenogamia 
Plants. 
Cryptogamia 
To tIle Editors 'of tlte Wtekly: 
~ Exogens 
tEndogens > 
{ ACrOgens. Thalogens. 
j Angiosperms. Gymnosperms. Petaliferre. Glumiferre. 
Number 116 contains an article entitled, "Botany-Its place in Education," 
which I do not fully comprehend. 
I do understand, agree with, and have previously put in practice the state-
ments made in puagraphs I, II, and III; but do not see what is meant in 
paragraph IV, by "EncOurage the student at onc,e to ~ for himself," fllr 
- ' The Educational Weekly. June 5, 1879] 
' the example given places two plants in the same claSli; whose only common 
characteristic is, they are both phrenogamia. 
Would it n~t he better to place the plant In its proper order at once ? 
As the pupils examine some typical flower and determine the number, po· 
sition, etc .• of each set of organs, have it placed upon the buard, to be copied 
by the class. 
EXAMPLES. 
. f sepals, 5, grown togelher below, 
I pelals, 5, all separate and= } . 
Rose Family 1 stamens, indefinite, all separate growmg on the calyx. 
some of the fruits {apPleS, plu~s . peaches. blk.berrie~ str·b'y, 
p~ars, chernes, almonds, raspberne~ J etc., 
f sepa's, 3, =, separate above, colored . 
I petals, 3, ::=: " " " 
Iris Family { slamms, 3. = , usually under the wide stigmas, 
l {sligmas and styles, 3, petal.like, ovary, I, with suds nt/ow the call/X. 
~ sepals, 3,=, separate, { ~~~a~~~ec:lf~e{r~:~~!~e e~~~ a ls, 
. } petals, 3, =, U 
J.;i1,y :Fa?,ily j slamms, 6, 
l {stigmas , 3, ovary, I, wilh su ds above Ihe corolla. 
A botallist will observe that these lil tle tables are not infallible; but a child 
can me them after ten minutes study on each, and they will enable him to lo-
cate three· fourths of the common flowering plant, . 
This is for children. 
With a class cap lble of using a text-book I should not take this course; 
but, 6n the contrary use special contrivances to ensure learning the meaning 
and p,.onunciation of all important words. This is laboriously dry, but the 
fruit of the labor is socn reaped ; e. g . My cia .. have had a 30·minute rec· 
italion for 55 days and no other help, nor any previous knowledge of the sub· 
ject; the lowest in Ihe class has analyzed and written descriptions of 123 
plants ; the best about 30 more. They have also done some work on an 
herbarium. If anyone can show as good results from a class whose memo 
bers were not required to learn the words, I should be glad to learn the 
method used ; it would have saved the above mentioned class 25 lessons. 
O. J. STILWELL, 
Prin. Ada High School. 
ADA; MICHIGAN, May 26, 1879· 
EASY METHODS OF SQUARING NUMBERS. II. 
SUPT. J. F. LANING, New London, Ohio. 
CE RTAIN cla' ses of numbers may be squared readily by different methods, • >orne of wbich we give briefly : 
I. The square uf any 'lumber who'e digits are I 's is. an ascending series 
, of' as many consec.tive numbers beginning with I as there are I 'S in lhe 
numb:r, an I a dcscenling se i ~s to unity in like manner. Thus, I,II .. = 
1,234.321 • 
2. The' square of any number whose digits are 3's consists of one less I 
th: nIh. re are 3's in the root, one 0, as many 8's as I'S ,and a 9. Thus 333' 
~ lIo,889 · 
3. The square of any number whose digits are 6's consists of one less 4 
than there are 6's in the root, a 3, as many 5's a, 4'S, and a 6. Thus, 666>= 
443,556. 
4. The square of any number whose digits are 9's comists of one less 9 
tha'l tbere are nines in tbe root, an 8, as many o's as 9'5, and a I. Thus, 
999"=998,001. ' 
S. The square of any other number whose digits arc all alike may be read· 
i1y found by squaring a number comp03ed of as many I 'S, and multiplying 
the result by the square of the common digit. Thus, 444'= I I f2X4'. 
6, The square of any number between 40 and 50 may be found by prefix. 
iui to the square of the differ"nce between the unil s figure . Ild ten, the 
square of the lens figure, plus the units figure, min'us one. Thus, 44' =(10-
4)" with 4'+(4- 1) prefixed=I,936. 
7. The square of any number between 50 and 60 may be found by prefix-
ing to the square of the units the square of the tens plus the units. Thus, 
57'=7" with 5'+7 prt fixe"d=3,249· ' 
" 8. The square of any number between 9' and 100 may be found by. prefix-
iDg to the square of the diflerence between the units figure and ten, the sum 
of ~and twice the ul'its figure. Thus, 97' =(10-7)' with 8o+2X7 pre· 
fixed. • 
9. ~ square of any Dumber ending with 5 consists of the product of that 
part of the number exclusive of 5 by itself increased by one and 25' annexed. 
Thus, 195'= 19 (19+1) with 25 annexed= 38,025. 
10. The square of llny number ending witli 25 con. ists of the' square of 
that part of the number exclusive of 25, plus that part of the product of the 
sam<number by 5 above units with the units of this product, and 62 i annex· 
ed. Thus, 1825' = 18'+9 the tens of I8X5 and the 0 and 625 annexed. Equal 
3,330 ,625. 
II . The square of any number ending wilh 75 consisls of the product of 
that 'Part of tbe number exclusive of 75 by itself increased by one, plus that 
part of the product rf the number thus increased by 5 above units with the 
umts, and 625 annexed. Thus, 1475' =(14+1)14+7 the tens of I5XS 
wi th 5 !,nd 625 annexed=2,I75 ,62S , 
12. Any number composed of only two digits may be readily squared by 
the algebraic formula, (t+u)O=t"+2tu+U". Writing the units 01 the square 
of the units, the tens of this plus twice the tens by the units, and the tens of 
this plus the square of the ·ens. Thus in squaring 29. 1st, 9' =81 ; then 8 
+2 X2X 9=44; then 2'+4=8, hence 841. 
Instead of taking twice the tens figure we may take twice tbe units figure ' 
when it is the more convenient multiplier. 
There are many other rules for special cases and many for squaring mixed 
numbers, which it may be well for those interested in obtaining a thorough· 
knowledge of the art of figuring to study out, or they may be found in , the 
writer's published work. 
COURSE FOR MUSCODA, WIS., FREE HIGH SCHOOL. 
F irst T enn-lS weeks. 
{ Reading and Phonics 
Grammar 
Pol. Geography 
Arithmetic 
, Mental and Practical 
Algebra 
Civil Gov't 
Reviews 
Physiology 
Composition 
FIRST YEAR. 
Second Term-n weeks. 
Word Analysis 
Gram. completed 
Geo. completed 
Phys. Geography 
Arith. cOJllplet~d 
,SECOND YEAR. 
Philosophy 
{
Analytical 1 
Reading with J 
Elocutionary 
Drills 
{ Outline of } Worl_'s Hist 
THIRD YEAR. 
Third Term-lo weeks. . 
Pbys. Geo. completed 
English Analysis 
U. S. History 
Philosopby completed 
Penmanship 
Botany 
Book-Keeping 
Reviews 
Geometry English and American Mental Science 
Reviews Literature Latin 
Latin { Elements } {Political } 
{ Science Of} of ,Geology Economy Arithmetic Latin Reviews 
Essay work from "First Term" of "Second Year." Music thr"~gh course;, 
Rhetoricals through course. Constant practice in writing and recording "fork, 
owing to work not being confined to text·book language. Motto: "Know 
That You Know." 
, The Chica&o E'DUCATIONAL WEEKLY suggests that· a little independent 
journalism is one of the great needs of the entire public school system of the 
United States. We agree most heartily with the WEEKLY in the matter. 
The educational journals of the country are just beginning to realize that the 
devil must be fought with fire, and tllat Ihe enemies of popular edu~ation 
must not be handled too gingerly. Home tbrusts mu.t be made now by th9se 
who are in a pOsition to aid the great and sacred cause of popular intelligence 
and elevalion. If priest or parson, the demagogue on the stump or the tripod, 
the social aristocrat or the cynical skeptic, shall presume to lay profane or 
impious hand on this all1lr of freedom and progress, let hIm be dragged out 
to the light and exposed to the indignant gaze of the people whose children 
he would rob of that intelligence without which they must be slaves and bire- ' 
Iingl forever. It is time for the edu,cational journals of the country to call 
things by their right names. Every foe to our American idea 'of education is 
a traitor to our American idca . of liberty. Let the people once know who 
they are, and they will never again .be in position to Injure the people's 
schools.- West Va. Jou" 0/ EducatWn. 
-No deglee of knowledge attainable by man is able to sct him above the 
want of hourly asslstance.-:Jo1"'s~", '. 
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THE STATES. 
OHlo.-The 130ard or State Examiners will hold an examination at the 
Bonrd or Education Rooms in Cleveland, Monday arternoon, June 30, and 
Tnesday and Wednc.day, July I and 2. 
The bil:h schuols in this state graduate this year classes numbering a. fol -
lows: Akron, 36 ; Massilon, 16; Lebanon,s; Ottawa, 7 ; Tallmadge, 8; 
Sidney, 19; Wadsworth,s; West Salem, 16; St. Paris, 3; Delta,2; Woods. 
field, 3; So':"erset, 3· 
The Ed"cnlio",.1 Monlhly furnishes the most of our Ohio items this week. 
The excursion Irom Cleveland to Niagara Falls, July 3, will cost members 
of the Association '2 for the round trip. 
up.rintcndents have bcen elected for next year as follows: Wauseon, J. 
E. Sater; Mineral Ridge, L. L. Campbell; Lebanon, J. F . Lukens; Elyria, 
H. M. l)arkcr; Newcomerstown, Joseph Rea; Marion, H. G. Welty; West 
Liberty,!,. W. Search; Steubenville, H, K Mertz; Garreltsville, H. L.' 
Peck; Wellington, R. H. Kennison; Salinevi lle, William Martin; Canal 
Fulton, I.M. Taggart; Sidney, Van Il. Baker ; Franklin, H. Bennett; Rich. 
wood, A. E. Gladding; Ashlnnd, B. T. Jones; Limaville, W. H . Beltz. 
T I.LINOls.-Twenty."ix ladies and six gentlemen graduated from the Bloom. 
ington high school, May 29. This is the largest class ever graduated from the 
school. Each member or the class read an essay or delivered an oration, the 
exercise. lasting rrom 9 o'clock till 4.30. 
,upl. G. W. Henderson edits a wide-awake educational column in the 
Crmvjol'fl Cout,/y Dtmo&tnl . . There are evidently wide·awake teachers in 
that cou nty. This is the way he speaks of them : 
"Educational monthlies are very cheap. Among the good ones are the 
Cttllr~1 &hool Jo",."nl, published :\I Keokuk, Iowa, at 50 cents per year; 
A1!'~r"nt. Y""nG' Folkl, Topeka, KansAS, at 50 cents, sent free to the pupil reo 
~elvmg the g~eatest number of votes as the best pupil in school; Practical 
Ttnt/tty, ChIcago, $1 p~r year; ComMon Sell Dol 1'taclltr, Bedford, Ind., $1 
per year. But the wIde· awake teachers take the Educalional WttR!y, 
Cbicago." 
The Cook County Board of Education met Saturday morning. The pay-
roll of the Normal School for May, amounting to '1 ,°3°, ·was audited. Mr. 
D. S. Wentworth, the Principal, read his report, Showing that there were 146 
pupils in the Normal Department, 41 in the Intermediate, and 64 in the Pri-
mary and training school. Tbe total number now in the .. hool is lSI, the 
total for the year being 310. The gradu~ting class, numbering 20 members, 
will be rcady for examination June 5 and 6. The meeting adjourned until 
June 21, when teachers will be elected. 
The fifih "nnual commencement orthe Paris high school occurred May 26. 
We learn that all graduates finished the entire four yean course, but we have 
not learned the numbe,·. Their average age is 18.3,' The enrollment for 
the year in the high school waa 90. 
Hon. W. R. Morrison or the. seventeenlh district having an appointment of 
n cadet to West Point to make, selected a board of examinent from his dis. 
trict to pus upon the applicants for the cadetship. The Board met at East St. 
Louis, May 24, and chose State 'uperintendent Slade to take charge of the 
examination. There were twenty applicants, and the prize fell to Herbert H. 
Sargent, the son of a farmer living nen< Carlinville, and a graduate of Black-
um college last year. A great many visitont witnessed the exaroination. 
It haa been decided to hold the examinations lor tate teachers' certificates 
this year Augu.at 26, 27, and 2S. The places will be announced next week • . 
The State Superintendent "ill send to all who desire it a circular giving full 
information about these examinations. 
There has heen received at the office of Public Instructioll, at Springfield, 
a diploma from the Paris Exhibition of 187S, inscribed as folluws: 
Innixa Pad Gallia Fovtl Aries. 
EXPOSITION UNIVERSELI.E DE 1878. 
Le furey International des Recompenses Decerne 
UN DIPLOME DE MEDAILLE D'OR 
it la 
Directioll de I'lnstruction Publique de l'IlIinuis [Etats Unis.] 
Groupe II, Classe 6. 
Le Senateur Le Ministre 
Commissionaire-General, . de l' Agricullitre et du Commerce. 
B. KRANTZ. TESSIlR],NE DE BERT. 
Paris,le 24 Octobrc, 187S. 
R.F. 
Madiso" COllnly-Ttnchtys' Assodalion.-The Ex. Committee of the M. C. 
T. A. met at Edwardsville on Saturday, May 24, to arrange for holding a 
Normal School during the summer. As several vacancies existed in the com-
mittee, Theo. Adelmann of Marine was elected sccretary and treastircr,and 
Ben. R. Burroughs of Edwardsville waS chosen member of E x. Committee. 
It was determined to. hold a Normal School at Edwardsville, commencing 
July 7, and continuing four weeks. Prof. H. H. Keebler ~f Kirkwood, Mo., 
was appointed conductor of the School and Prof. W. E. Lehr of Marine, Ills., _ 
assistant. The Committee expects to obtain an appropriation from the Coun-
ty Board of Supervisors towards the Nonnal. Most schools in Madison Coun-
ty are filled for tbe next year. Prof. J. H. Brown of Columbia, Monroe 
County, Ills. , a teacher of noted ability, has been elected Superintendent of 
the Edwardsville schools. We congratulate Edwardsville on this selection. 
It could not have been better and the future will bear us out in making this 
assertion. W. E. Lehr and Theo. Adelmann remain at Marine, A. C. Wil-
liams goes from Troy to North Alton. Pror. A. Naegeli remains at Highland. 
This is his seventh term, which is evidence of his ability. Prof. Stahl goe~ 
from Moro to Bethalto. Superintendent B.F. Sippy haS been doing very ac-
tive work during the past year and has merited the friendship of all of hi6 
teachers. His motto is "Excelsior," and his efforts to altain a higher degree 
of education in the county meet with almost universal satisfaction. The time 
allotted him is 250 days. * 
The Inter-County Normal, to be held at Carlinville, Ill., will commence 
Monday, July 14, and continue five weeks. The sixth weel{ will be devoted 
to examinations. The services of the following gentlemen have been secured 
as instructors : Prof.J. Pike, Superintendent of Jersey Hign School; Prof. J. 
D: Conley, of Biackburn University; Prof. J. S. Kenyon, of Vi;den, ill. 
Good accommodations with private families will be furnished at $2.50 to 
'3.00 per week. Tuition for gentlemen, '4.50 ; for ladie~, $4.00• 
NQRMAL COMMITTEE, Carlinville, Ill . 
MI!lNI!SOTA.-Carleton College is planning to enlarge its t;aching force 
and multiply its facilities fol' the best educational work. 
The people of Minnesota are clamoring for the appointment of Pror. Wm. 
F. Phclps to the principalsbip of the Winona Normal School, now ,{acant. 
Many of the leading papers of the state and the LaCrosse Ckro"id. are urg-
ing the Regents to this step, although Prof. Phelps, we understand, has form. 
ally declined to be a candidate. The Winona Htrnld says his appointment 
is the "almost unanimous wish of the people of Winona who care an iota for 
the schooL" The St. Paul Dispatch calls him ''Par, txetllmce the typical nor-
malschool principal of the country." 
Prof. Tousley, Superintendent of the Min.neapolis public schools, accom. 
panied by his wife, will spend the summer in Europe. 
Examinations for admission to the State University June 27 and Sept: 10. 
Miss Gertrude Chapin, who has taught the preparatory department of the 
Winona Normal School, wil1.t~ke charge of the A Grammar department in ' 
the public schools of Rochester. Miss M. L. Benny, also of Winona, he. 
comes Principal Davis' second assistant at Rochester. 
MICHIGAN.-Prof. S. S. Hamill, who has been making a tour of the colleges 
and higher institutions of learning through the state, teaching elocution, re .. 
ports that there is a great rage for special instruction in that subject. He has 
engaged to return to every one of the colleges. He says: "People are crazy 
for elocution wherever I go. Mothers want it for their children, husbands 
for their wives, ladies for their lovers,-all, all want elocution. It is the com-
mon cry." JudgingJrom liis present success, h~ will need about one hundred 
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teachers for next year's campaign. His summer school in Chicago will be . 
Over· crowded. His work in Michigan continues till the very day the s~hool 
opens. 
It is rumored that the professorship held hitherto by Prof. Morris, who goes 
.to Jobus Hopkins University, is to be tendered to Prof. W. C. Sawyer, of Law-
rence University, Wisconsin. We know Prof. Sawyer to be an eminent 
scholar and gentleman, well fitted for the position. Prof. Morris's resigna-
tion has not yet been accepted. 
The bill providing for state uniformity of text-books has been defeated. 
Supt. Z. Truesdel remains in charge of the Pontiac schools next year with-
out change of salary. 
Flint has voted to raise $1,000 for a new ward school building. 
The Leslie high school will graduate nine pupils. 
. Six students will graduate at the Advent College, Battle Creek, June 25. 
Supt_ O. D. Thompson, of Romeo, remains next year without reduction of 
.. Iary. 
All bills proposed in our State Lellislature this year for making any decided 
cbange in our school system have failed. 
Hon. C- I. Walker, of Detroit, will deliver an address before the graduating 
clasa of the Grand Rapids high school on commencement day. 
Supt. C. G. Robertson, of the Hillsdale schools, has been reelected for next 
year. Tbis is his nineteenth election to that position. The editor of tbis de-
partment can well remember being one of his pupils at Hillsdale twenty years 
ago. 
The Benton Harbor hIgh school graduated a class of three young ladies 
May 29. The pleasure of the occasion was enhanced by an address deliver-
ed by Principal J. Estabrook of the State Normal School. 
The followinggradtd school statistics are compiled from the official reports 
made by' the scbool inspectors of the various townships and districts to the 
superintendent of Public Ins' ruction. They are for the school year ending 
Scp. 2, 1878, taken from the Lansing Rtpublican: Whole number of graded 
.chool districts in the state, 350. Whole number 01 children between 5 and 
20 Tears of. age rCiiding in graded school districts, 193,764. Whole number 
of chUdren that attended graded schools during the year, 131,868. Aver-
age number of months that school was maintained during the year, 9 and 4.- 10_ 
Number 01 male teachers employed, 502; number of female teachers employ-
ed, 1,956; total, 2,458. Total wages of male teachers, $310,291.43; total wa-
ges of females, $660,956.24; total wages of both male and female teachers 
$971,254-67- The average wages per month paid to male teachers was $75.-
~I while to female teachers it was $38.34. The highest average wages per 
month paid to male teachers was in Grand Traverse county, $133.24; while 
to female teachers the highest average wages per month was paid in Kewee-
naW county, $58.3°. The lowest average wages per month paid to male 
teachers was in Emmet county, $38, and to female teachers in Chebaygan 
county~ $22.50_ The total resources of graded school districts for fhe year 
amounted to ~i2,1I6,886 .50' and the total expenditures $1,6g6,572.o3· 
• 
NEBIlASKA.-State Supt. S. R. Thompson has published one of the neatest 
and most serviceable little brocnurts we have seen from any source. It is 
called the P.ublic School System of Nebraska in Brie~; It shows the system 
to consist of three grades of officers-the Superintendent of Public Instructton, 
the county superintendents, and the district boards; three kinds of schools~ 
the nngraded, district graded, and city schools; two higher schools-the State 
University at Lincoln, and the State Normal School at Peru; three charitable 
inatitutions-the School for the Blind, the Institute for Deaf and Dumb, and 
the Reform School There are also three other agencies in' the state system,-
the county imtitutes and associations, the normal institutes, and the State 
Teacben' Association. We shall give more of this outline in subsequent 
numbers. 
K,ulsAS.-.The public schools at Paola closed May 21. The Superintend-
. ellt spent the last two weeks of the yearin examinations of the different school; 
and reports very favorable progress. The Miami Rtpublican speaks of him 
.. a man who knows what he is about and means what he says. 
PaNNSYLVANIA.- There wiII be no meeting of the State Teachers' Associa-
• tion this summer, the National Association taking its place Jull 29, 30, 31. 
WJSCONSIN.'-Prin. H. R_ Smith, of Muscoda, is teaching a very interest-
iJII school. His inatrcution is systematic and thorough. . His course of study 
is published in this issue of the WEEKLY. A student recently furnished tile 
ed1fM of this paper a copy of the History · questions given at the last 
examination, from which it is apparent that the History class at least Was 
thoroughly taught. 
. S~Pt. Mahoney, in the Kmosha 1 d tcraph, gives sonte good advice to 
dlstnct boards concerning that perplexing matter-text-books. One of these 
days the State .Superinte~dent and the "county assistants" will have something 
more than adVISOry funchons connected with this as well as many other school 
matte,,!, and the change will be beneficial, too. 
The Grant cOllnty f{trald inquires : "Can a Teacher Suspend a Scholar 1" 
Up here she can, with her left hand, and hi'vc her right for use on what 
Henry Ward Beecher has called "the divinely appointed place."-Bara~oD 
Rtpu6lic. 
A partial official visit and inspection of the Milwaukee schools last week 
reveal.ed the fact that in the Fifth District an average of one hundred scholars 
OCCUpIed each room, and that other school~ were badly over-crowded. Lu-ge 
and costly additions will be recommended to the Board of Public Works 
which they will no doubt furnish. To educate a people is a labor of such 
~agnitude that only modern civilization is equal to it in any fair degre~_ It 
IS the las.t great labor of hllman society, and ' the records of its i!,ception are 
hardly hIstory yet. The pioneers are, many of them, still at work. 
The last month's report of the LaCrosse schools shows the opening of two 
ne.w schools, increased attendance, and the greatest general prosperity in 
spIte of the renewed war upon the superintendent, as the election of that 
officer approaches. We suppose the day will never come when "the outs" 
will cease to hate "the ins," either with or without cause. Success, in some 
men's eyes, which is not their own, is always a work of sharp practice or 
fraud of some sort. If you want a man to hate you, accomplish a work he 
has declared you unequal to, and you will be gratified to the fullest. These 
are general principles, and the LaCrosse Case may be an exception-aud may 
be a shining example. . ' 
A district school was struck by lightning in Walworth county during one 'of 
the la~e stormy nights,. and the whole inside demolished. One can' t help 
~eAecttng u~on the poSSIble catastrophe which was escaped. Such a stroke 
tn the day ttme would have been harrowing to the last degree. Twenty-five 
or thirty children mixed up with that mass of broken se~ desks walls Aoor 
and ceiling, would have been something to shudder at for a life . li":e. I; 
lightning-rods are of Ilny value, it is criminal to neglect putting them on any 
school house in the state. 
INDIANA.-PrOf. A. E. Rowell, of South Bend, will open a normal school 
at New Carlisle, July 7. 
The' anniversary exercises of the South Bend high ~chooll were celebrated 
with great i dal May 23. The graduating class numbered eleven,-the 
largCit but one ever graduated at that institution; (the class of '76 numhered 
13) 
IOWA.-Eleven pupils graduated at Osceola high school May 30. B. F. 
Hood, principlfl. The class was addressed by Hon. J. L. Pickard. 
~r. J. A. Holmes has been elected principal of the LeClaire schools. 
r.Ir. W. A. Bemis, the enterprising agent for A. H. Andrews & Co., school 
furniture and apparatus manufacturers, has supplied nineteen schools with 
furniture during the last month. . I 
The State Normal School will close June 26. Hon. D. N. Cooley, of Du .. 
buque, will deliver the annual oration before the officers and students Wed-
nesday evening, June 25. 
The graduating class of the pavenport high school numbers thirty-five. 
This is Prin. Lewis's first class, of which he feels very proud. 'there are six 
candidates for graduation in the Normal class. 
Grundy Center has just purchased a new 6oo·pound bell for her school-
house. 
Mr. Ben. L . Cozier, for thirteen years the head of the Mt. Pleasant schools • 
has tendered his resignation, and a young man from Vermont, Mr. Leigh 
Hunt, has been chosen to fill the vacancy. Mr. C. leaves the high school, of 
which he had charge, in excellent condition. The cause assigned for leaving 
is a "desire to engage in a more permanent business." 
The Marshalltown public schools close with interesting exercisea Friday, 
June 6 . 
The Greenback state convention last week nominate.d J. A. Nash, of Des-
Moines. for Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
Prof, Robt. Graham, conductor of the State Normal Institute, will disCUIS 
the following subjects .at the Clear Lake meeting: School organization, school 
g\lvernment, and ~e nghts of patrons, teachers, school boards, and pupUs. 
-======-===-==- --
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A young man who taught a school in a small town on the Mississippi, re-
cently exhibited to his pupils two tickets to an entertainment that was to take 
place in thll' town , and told them that one of the tickets was "for his lady." 
"Yes," said one of his pupils, "but maybe mother won't let Lulu go." 
Hon. Newton Bateman and Prof. Robt. Graham will lecture before the 
State Normal. Papers will be read by Mi'!5 Annie Packer, Bonaparte; 
Mbs Myra Irwin, Knoxville; Miss C. A. Bassett, Des Moines ; and Miss A. 
E . Bucklin, Ottumwa. 
Boarding nnd lodging will be furnished to members of the State Normal at 
one dollar a day. For particulars address Mr. M. H . Kling, Mason City. It 
ia expected that some railroads will give reduction to make the round trip at 
one and one . firth fare. 
Th~se who promised contribntions to the support of the Normal, and who 
cannot be presen t, are requested to send the amount pledged to the State Suo 
perintendent, be'fore June 25. 
The County Superintendents' Convention and the Association of Princi-
pala and City Superintendents will hold sessions on the afternoons of Tues-
day and Thursday, July i and 3. The latter will hear reports from commit-
tees on state examination and on high school contest in Oratory, and will dis-
cuss these topics : I. Literature in high and grammar schools; 2. What is 
efficient ciiy supervision? 3. What can be best dispensed with in our courses 
of study? 4. Use of the title "Professor." 5. How shall we secure better 
primary instruction? 6. Are we guilty of "cramming?" 7. What effect are 
our schools havingu'pon character? The County Superintendents will discuss : 
I. What course of instruction should be given in county normals to enable 
. teachers to make uniform reports to district secretanes? 2 . Relative value 
thr.t should be given to scholarship and &ucceas in teacbing in gr&ding certifi-
cates. 3. Coune of primary instruction that should be given in county in-
stitutes. 4. The advisability of uniformity of text-books in county normal 
inl tilutca. 
Mr. John W. Rowley, of Vr.n Buren county, is president of the Superin-
tendents' convention, r.nd Mr. H. H . Seerley, of Oskaloosa, will preside over 
the principals and city &upt's. 
Candidates for graduation in the elementary and didactic courses of the 
State Normal School will be examined June 12 and 15. Thursday, June 25, 
will be commencement day. Hon. S. G. Smith, of Newton, president of the 
board of dire~tors, will address the graduates, and Prin. Gilchrist will present 
the diplomas. There are 'four students in the didactic course and twenty in 
the elementary coune. 
The Rtpublican says that the Marshalltown school board has decided to 
erect a new school builduig'in that city. 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
NEBRASKA. 
HON. S. Il. THOIIPSON, SUPT. PUBLIC INSTIlUCTION. 
When the district, at the annual meeting, votes to have school at a partic-
.ular season of the year, the time cannot be legally changed , at a subsequent 
l peclal meeting. 
When a treasurer of r. !chool district is re.elected, he should give a nl'W 
bond; the old one il not sufficient. 
The county luperintendent is not authorized to. administer the oath, but in 
disputed points connected with the divilion of a district he may require affi-
davits of certain facts to be mad~ before a magistr&te. 
It is not tbe province of school officers to pass upon the conatitutionality of 
laws j the proper thing to do is to carry out the law until it is declared uncon. 
stitutional by the courts. 
I think II district treasurer should refuse to payout money for a building 
which is located on ground for which the board bas no title. 
If two memhers of a board purchase furniture on credit, without notifying 
the third member to be present when the business is done, the district is 'not 
bound; r.nd the seller must look to the individuals making the purcbMe. 
" A school dll trlct hoard has no legal authority to compromise with the bonds-
men of a defaulting treasurer; and II. vote of the district will not give them 
such authority. 
When at tl\e annual meeting one or more new officers are elected, whO' do 
nol file their acceptances fl)r l everal daY', the old board can go on and 'hire 
teachers or do anything that the new officers could do if they had filed three 
r.cccpt&nces r.~ once. · This till ten days after the &nOual meeting. 
Territory In one county may ~ united to a district in another. without ~e­
orpnlzlni the, old d1atrict. 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
At the last Board meeting Mr. E . O. Vaile was elected teacher in the Wes~ 
Division High School, at a salary of $1,500 per annum. 
An important resolution was adopted, that hereafter no leases of schoor 
property be executed that do not contain the provision that no liquor shall be 
sold upon the premises so leased, and no Sunday amusements given. -
Miss Ella L. Evarts was made principal of the Wentworth Avenue School. 
Should an employe of. any department in Chicago, except the school de-
partment, be absent on account of sickness, the head of the departmeut never 
thinks of deducting from his entire salary the pro rata for such time of sick-
ness. Indeed, in any respectable business house the idea never occurs to the 
employer to punish his employe for getting sick at his cr her duties. What. 
then. have teachers done that they should be so shabbily treated? It is well 
'known that their duties are more provocative of illness than those of almoSt 
any other class of wage workers, and that in the discharge of these duties 
their zeal is unquestioned. Is it because they are women that even the Supt. 
of Schools proposed to deduct substitutes' pay from those absent on Decor&-
tion Day in case school should be held that day? Happily, owing to the 
actio" of the president of the board, what would have been little less thr.n II. 
scandal was prevented. , 
Cadet teachers complain, and with excellent reason, that they have not been 
fairly treated. When appointed to the schools, they were given to understand 
that should their work be satisfactory they would be appointed to fill any 
vacancy occurring in the schools to which they were appointed. Not only 
has this not been carried out, but persons who have been examined for posi_ 
tion eight months after the cadets had commenced work, have been given 
preference and positiun. What renders this all ,the more aggravating is that 
the cadets passed a difficult public examination while those who have heen 
placed in position over their heads were accommodated with private examin-
ations. Play fair gentlemen. There should be no favors, no nepotism, no 
privacy. 
-To retain a pupil after schonl hours as a practice, hoping to create a new 
interest in a pupil by asking him to confine his attention for a long time to 
the inc~mplete study, is an unwise measure. And if he is kept as a punish-
ment, the teacher is more punished than the pupil ; for the two are looking at 
each other with no kind feeling. Each is tired, nervous, and exhausted. 
Besides, there is physical incapacity in the case, ofttimes. So long a time the 
mind can be confined, and no longer, to one subject, or to similar subjects. 
Let the pupil go home, ~r at least go into the fresh air. If the teacher could 
meet his to·be punished pupils after the lapse of an hour, and that hour he 
spent by each in the ope:1 air, some good might result.-Exchangt. 
SIMPLICITY AND UNIFORMITY IN ENGLISH ORTHOGRAPHY. 
AN ILLUSTRATION. 
To tht Editors of tht Wttkly : 
I desire the use of your columns to present to the educational world a new 
method of Spelling Reform, invented by myself. The advantage claimed fo~ 
it is, that while other reforms dispense with those foreign orthographica1 
forms, so dear to every American's heart, mine adopts these forms to the ex-
clusion of all others. 
The plan is very simple. ,Anyone can learn it in an hour. I sim,ply suli_ 
stitute tigh for a, /Ie for I, pitt" for t, etc. I will put the first stanza of Long-
fellow's Psalm of ·Life into my system, which will suffice to convince any 
candid mind of its simplicity and beamy : 
Phthelle mee gnophth ign meaurgnphulle gnummeberrcz, 
Liph ic~ buphth ann emmepphthy dreemme; . 
Phorr the pseaulle icz dead thaphlh pslummeberrcz, 
And thingnecz arre gnophth whaphth theigh pseemme. 
In conclusion permit me to say that my only motive in presenting this to 
the public, is to promote the cause of education, by securing simplicity and 
uniformity in our English Orthography. 
Very respectfully, PROF. SAMUEL SCAMP, S. R. 
Professor of Orthography in Railsville University. 
RAILSVILLE, IOWA, May 29. 1879. 
A. QUESTION AND ANSWER. 
Do teachers holding a state certificate have to be re-examined before ·receiv-
ing appointment in Chicago public schools? SUBSCRIBEIl. 
A."s. They do. 
The Educational W·eekly. 
EXAMINATION IN UNITED STATES HISTORY. 
The following questions were given to the "B" History class fn the Ml1s. 
coda high school, Wisconsin, as a final examination in that branch: 
I. What one important event led to the discovery of Amenca ? Is there a 
record of the discovery of America previous to that of the Spanish? 
. 2 •. Name the nations who helped discover and settle America. What must 
a nation do to lay a claim? 
3. Name the most important natIon so far as the settlement of America is 
concerned. Name (a) eight Spanish, (b) three English, (c) one Dutch, and 
(d) two French discoverers. Which one or ones of eacbnationality did the 
nations base their claims? 
4. Name all the companies that have been organized and the object of 
each. Which one was of the most importance? When were two dissolved? 
, 5. 'Name the most important colony (a) in finance, (b) morals, (c) politIcal 
influence. 
6. When, where, and by whom were the thirteen original states settled? 
7. Who were Capt. John Smith, Gov. Winthrop, Oglethorpe, King Phillip, 
L.ord Baltimore, William Pitt, Patrick Henry, Silas Dean, Greene, Howe, 
Wayne, Clayborne, Penn, John and Charles Wesley; Endicott, Gorges, and 
Canonicus? 
8. Name Intercolonial wars; when, where, and by whom fought; and reo 
sult of the first three. 
9. 'Give naines of rebellions, massacres, and revolts, giving time of, and 
state or colony in wbich each occurred. 
10. Give ' Causes of, three most important battles in, two most important 
commanders on each side of the greatest struggle the colonies ever had. 
lJ. Give time, place of, and result of the' treaty which closed the last col· 
~nial war. 
. 12. Give causes and occasion of the war for Independence. 
13: -Where was the first and last bloodshed of this war? 
14. Name the most important campaIgns of this war, including time, and , 
give the commanders on each side. • 
, "IS. Name two battles during each year' of the war. When and where was 
the treaty signed? Give result of the treaty, and condition of the people at 
tlle end of the war. 
16. Name the Presidents as follows: 
Name. I State. I Time. I Party. f Issue. I Result. 
• 17. Give (a) cause of, (b) three principal commanders on each side, (c) 
three chi~f campaigns, (d) treaty, (e) result of the war during the fourth presi . 
. dent's administration. 
' 18. What ana when was the Missouri Compromise? The Kansas·Nebraska 
Bill? Omnibus Bill? By whom proposed'? 
19. Name the lndian Wars from' 1789 to 1879 in order of occurrence. 
lO. Name (a) five statesmen, (one from this state, and two who have been 
presidents), (b) three inventors, (c) three poets, (d) three historians, (e) our 
present governor and two previous ones, (f) the present ~tate superintencent. 
21. Give' a short sketch of Jackson's Administration. , 
22; Give cause of, chief campaigns, and result of war during Polk's Ad· 
ministration.-·, ; 
23. Give cause and occasion of the Civil War. Give condition of the na· 
- tion when Lin'coln took the chair." . 
24- Sketch Sherman, Grant, Rosecrans, Lee, Sheridan, Farragut, and T. J. 
Jackson's career. 
25. Tabulate minutely Grant's Administration. 
-The fall term of the Law Department.of Yale College will open Sept. 25· 
The und~rg,...dtiate course occupies two years, the students being divided into 
two classes. Members of either class can attend the lectures of professors to 
undcrgradulltes in other departments of the College whenever it i~ compat· 
ible with, their oth'l.r en2agements. The graduate course also occupies two 
years, aud is open to graduates from any law school, having the degree' of 
~t.B., who have pursued, during at least one year, such a course of advanced 
study as the faculty may direc t. The degree of M. L. is conferred at the 
close of the first year, and that of D. C. L: at the end of the second year. 
Particulars may be obtained by addressing Prof. Francis Wayland, Dean of 
the Faculty, at New Haven, Conn. 
-The aim of the state should be to make the public school a common 
school and as it is the first place in 'which a child is brought into contact wi~h 
the go~ernment under which he is to grow up and. live; here he should find 
eDlhodied those principles of equal justice, impartial right and perfect freedom , 
w.llli:b it i~ the boast of true America to present to the world.- 17,. Sial.. / 
CURRENT SCIENCE NOTES. 
-Alfred G. Holcombe has secured a patent which, according to the N. Y. 
Times, has solved the problem of the diviSIbility of the electric current for 
ordinary lighting purposes. Minute candles of lampblack are used instead of 
the ordinary carbon pen~ils. The inventor claims that with the less expensive 
form of carbon (lampblack) used in the manufacture of his points it would be 
possible to light a parlor at from one·fifth to one eighth the cost of gas for the 
same purpose. He has recently produced carbons that lasted fifty hours, and 
has thus nearly dispensed with the trouble of renewal found to be so formid. 
able in the Joblock koff light. Experts speak'of the invention with the highcSt 
enthusiasm. It will soon be exhibited publicly. 
-The International Congress which has been in,session at Paris has decided 
in favor of an international maritime canal of continuous level from the Gulf , 
of Sim(ln to the Bay of Panama. 
-ProCessor Nordenskjold having demonstrated that there is a northeast pas-
sage, arid the vessels that were to have gone to his relief having been ordered 
elsewhere, it is to be hoped that new efforts will be made to find a northwest 
passage. The New York n.rald intimates that the Bennett expedition will 
try to do for America what N ordenskj old has done for Asia. The report of 
Professor Nordenskjold's adventures and observations is awaited with 'great 
interest. . 
-Of all the magazines published in the English language the Pojlular 
Sdmu Monlhly is the most valuable to the school teacher. Every number is 
filled with: the most intensely interesting and profitable reading. 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
[Compiled from the Publishen' Weekly.) 
AllY 6 •• 1< _""d i,.,tl<.ili,t ",tJY HHttJitud 6)1 f_rdi_r tM ,riel t. tM IIIllh". 
"S qfTHB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY.] 
ARN9LD , Mat. Mixed essays. N . y,. M,UMU/a", 1879. U·347, p. 12mo, ct., 2.00 
E ntitled: Democracy; Equality; Irish CathOlicism and British hberiallsm; f tlorro 
un,um est necessarium'; A guld~ to Enghsh literature; Falkland; A French critic On 
Milton; A French critiC on tJoetnc; George :)and. "'irst essay was p'ubhshcd tWCDty 
~~irk~~~:Sr:Jl!::.Cc to a work all " Conlinent~l schools;" ~thers have appeared in 
GOODALE. G, L. Concerning a few COmPlOD plants 2d Id. Bast. Gi". ~ H,,,/4. 
18,790 61 p. 16 mo. (GUides for science-tc.l.chIDg, DO. 2. ) pap ., 25 
. GIVes an account of the ortrans or "help(ul pans" of plants and how these orEans 
can be cultivated and used in the school room lor the mental traininl of children . 
HYATT, Alpheus. About pebbles. BOSL, C,'"" & 'H~af4, 1879. 2S p. 16aio. 
(GUides (or sCleoce· teaching no I.) pap., 
Series intended for the \be of teachcr. who dc~ire to P Rctlcally instruct clUles in 
natural history; also to supplement lectures given to te.i.chers of the public achoot» of 
BostQD; each pamphlet comains besides simple itlustrall£ns and iD~U'uetioDI, ulerul 
~~ts~::n~hfe~ei~~i~~~f~' ~~V;:::~:~oUeetJnl and purchal ng speelmeos. The 'ilJ~ of 
HYATT, Alpheus, Commercial and other. sponges. Bost, . Gin" & Hlat., t879. 
043 p il . 16mo. (Guides fc... rsclcllce teachmg. DO. ,J.) pap .• 
Account of the spongei I II common use, aud of their structure, etc. 
McBRIDE. H. Ell ott. Humorous dialogues; designed for sch c;;ol exhibitions, lite ... 
aty entcttainmc:nL<; and ama teur theatricals. 1\1. Y., Happy HONrs Co., lI879.) 
19 2 p. 161110. paper. 
15 original sketches in one or two scenes, and with fi ve or lix characters; called-
Striking the blow; C 'Irlng the borrowcrs; Another arrangem t' nt; Scene In the Bob-
town school; Mrs Bolivar' s quilting; A nlm,:us; Scene In a railway station; A 
' )~:~hl:,~~:~ht: A boy's meeting; A happy amily: UD ... le Sam's wars; Leaving 
15 
25 
M~~~!~o~' The s~tesman's year book for 1879· N. Y., Mac",i/la" & Co. , 1879. 3.50 
N~CHOLS. la. R. M. D. Science at home: popular SCientific essavs upon lub· 
Jects connected with every-day life. N. Y., R . Worthi"6f01f, 1879. 8-a83 p. u o . 
cloth, I I.SO 
OAKEY, Emily S. Dialogues and conversations: desli_ed for the use of ss:;hoola. 
N. Y., A. S Barnes & c..o.,18,9. 3·aog p.16 mo. cl ., 75 • 
15 dialogues and 1 conversations mOldy on instructive subjects; in simple, attractive 
languaae, and for very young cbi dren; a few of the titles arc; Animated aeo&nlphy:: 
The parts of speech; Fancy and fact; loigures of speech; Writing compositiOns; What 
is implied in composition; Truth in writing; Fancy and imaainaUon, etc. 
PATTON, J. Harris. The nalural lUourc ... or the U. S. N. Y. , Ajjllt"", .879. 
9.115 p .• 6mo. U. d . , ' 4S 
tioncise account of coal and metall of Tadoua klnda: health raortl; aoll, rainfilll~ 
climate; products of the loil; fruits; fotelts, reaourca oftbe fresh-waten and of the 
lea; oYlters; &almon: fur-bearina lcall and wild aame. For the general reader 01' caD 
be used as 'text-book) 13 paeu ofquestl9DS beiD&' added (or latter purpose. . 
~%~L J,9 ~"iT.k;6 Ji~(t:[.~:t: :l~~~~~!';j~I.n petrolOl)'. N. Y., .ApI"''''" '.75 
ROLLlNS, C: Anciellt history of EgYEtlans, Cartbalilos, Allyrians, BabylonJ.J. 
~~~~"d~o~~rs~t~a~e~.n~:!:dl, ?:;.la:~.t~·2!r~cl .• th~ French. ~IW I . 6.00 
WOOD, ,{\lphons.o, and Steele, J. D~rman. Fourteen weeks In botany. N: V., A. 
S. Bartus ~ Co., 18,? S·31~ p. II. umo. cl. 1.25 
New method, introducmg the pupil at once to the study of the plan l itself by elab· 
orate illultrations and living .peci~eDl; plllllts selected for analysis are tbOle com. 
mon throuahout the country, ftowenng in early sprin. or l ummer, having couplcu. 
:r:J:"I~ .. ~~ ~~fe~~Jae\one pf the more important orders. Index, pronouDClnl. 
YONCE, Charlotte~. Young rolks' history or En(lland. Boot., E,t .. .". IA"riAI., 
h819.] 4IS Pf: 66 iI. 12mo. d., II I so 
, From JullUl Caesar to Victoria; in simple attractive lanpqe suitable 'or a)"~ . ~noll'S , Compielicna1on; told lomewhat In ltory form . ISp. of questions for examina-
tion. . 
" 
,,. 
.' 
goo The Educational 'Weekly. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
-The success of-our project to publish special state editions of the WEEKLY 
once a month has so far been very encouraging, and the June issue will be 
ready next week. We shall be glad to send specimen copies to all who may 
desire to use them in obtaining ~ubscribers. O(course, we believe that all 
who cnn afford it should pay for the regular weekly edition, and we hope 
none of our present 8ubscribers will order their names transferred to the 
monthly list, but there are many teachers whose salary will not justify them in 
·paying $2.50 fOl'an educational journal, and for such w~ issue the monthly. 
-In addition to the six special state editions of the WEEKLY, which will be 
ready next week, we shall issue one edition of a general character-at the 
SlIme price, fifty cents a year-for circulation in all parts of the country. We 
have already received subscriptions for such an erlition-some from Pennsyl. 
vania, some from Ohio, and even from California. We hope to receive orders 
rapidly, and we invite all our readers to , call the attention of their friends and 
fellow-teachers to this offer. 
-THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY is published in n gnt disHnd editions......,ne 
weekly and seven monthly.' . The subscription price of the weekly edition is 
tllne dolla .. s/ if paid in advance, $2.50. The price of each monthly edition 
is fifty cents a fear. The weekly edition and one monthly edition are nation-
al In character; the other monthly editions are published eSpecially for the 
several states of Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Iowa, 
and contain an abundance of educational news and personal items edited by 
prominent te~chers in those states. A large circulation is desired for each of 
these editions. Clubs inay be formed at every teachers' institute and forward· 
ed to the l'ublishers throueh the cou~ty superintendent. 
-The price of OUt monthly editions is fifly cenls. This price it is expe.ct-
ed thnt .very sulmri6tr will pay in cash. There are no club rates. Nor do 
we claim a certain subscription price and tben accept one·lhi .. d of the ad· 
vertlsed price, lIS is done by an esteemed contemporary. Ours is a fifty. cent 
journal to ·begin with. We don' t ask the ignorant to pay us $1 .50, and 
accept 50 cents when we can't get more ; nor do we advertise the paper for 
50 cents anrl then ace~pt a lower price. Fifty cents is low enouffn. Thou-
sancia will pay it before, the expiratton of the next six months. 
- The "change of base" of Mr. A. P. Thkey, late of Minnesota, has been 
noted in our news columns. ! t will be observed by their advertisement, that 
. the house of Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co. have reinforced their Omaha 
agent, Mr. J. 111. Taggart, by drafting Mr. Tukey into their service. These 
two gentlemen will make it "team" which will "draw." 
- The Robinsonian Calendars which have been advertised in the WEEKLY 
for several weeks past are an ingenious and wonderful invention. The sys· 
tem of equations, for averaging I\ccounts, is believed to be the best extant. 
The calendar is useful in findine when notes, billa, etc., mature. By its 
auistance we can determine at once the week-day of any date past 'Or future 
in the present century. It is a good thing to have within reach. 
-We want an agent at every teachers' institute held this summer. We 
want to receive a club ofsubscribers f.om every one. We want at least a hun-
dred new subscribers from every county in Illinois before September I. We 
want a list of 10,000 subscribers f<>r our monthly editions before Dec. 3 1, 1879. 
We want to be notified when and where to send specimen copies of the ' 
monthly. We want to publish a still greater abundance of state news. We 
want correspondents in every county in the Northwestern States. 'Ve want 
teachers' institutes and l1.'ISOCiations to appoint one of their members a corres· 
pondent for the WKKK I.V. We' want every teacher in these stateS to read the 
W EEKI_V. 
These nre some of our wants, t~ey are only a few of them. We believe 
that most of them will be gratifieel. Take hold, friends, and help us. You 
cnn tlo il. you can do it. Every reader of this column can help. One cor. 
respondent this week, in reporting lIew~; speaks of the WXEKI.Y lIS "our pa. 
It..... That is right. It is you .. jal"', Take hold and give it a glorious 
1)00It this summer. If you want to be paid for yo.u~ boost we will,pay you. 
Bend to liB for term. . We pay well. The higger the boost the bigger the pay. 
The New Englanll 701l .. "Q/ of '&!lIcalt'on says of Wedgwood's Tolical 
A"al,yris : "Its subjects are_skillfully outbned, alld admirably adapted for ' 
students who desire 10 review their elementary . tudies systemalically.Itis 
alio an excellen, aid to teachers of institutes, normal, and olher scllools, in 
~ine the '!York of their pupils. To teachers witllout experience it is :. safe 
pde·book." 
The i.wo essays in thi~ little book of some foity pages give a clear and thor-
ough explanation of Grube's Method.-Iowa Normal Monthl,y. 
Professor Soldan has wisely condensed the steps in the I60·page work of 
Grube, and every teacher engaged in primary instruction should procure tbis 
book and sludy carefully this method.-Nalional yournal of Education. , 
This Topical Anal,ysis is a fine thing.-Supl. 7. w. Wesl, Rock County, 
Wis. 
The information gleaned from the WEEKLY has aided me very much fn 
my school work.-T'ohn W. Casptt', Pa .. kville, Mich . 
The WEEKLY continues to be a most excellent journal; no I"ad.tt' shonld 
be without it.-Prin. B. F. Stocks, SuI/ivan, 111. 
I like the regularity, spirit, point, and practical counsel of the paper.-
Prin. Eraslus C .. osoy, Long Island City, N. Y. 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
University ot Washington Territory, Seattle, W. T. Annual Register for 
1878-79. A. J. Anderson, A. M., President. 
Public School. of Missouri. Twenty-ninth Report of the State ~~rin 
tendent. Richard D. Shannon. 1878. 
Twentieth Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Sch~ls of 
Springfield, Illinois, to the Board of Education. 1878. Andrew M. Brooks, 
Su perin ten dent. 
Department of Public Instructi'ln, Cook County, 'Illinois. Annual Report 
of the County Superintendent of Schools, for the ye~r ending Oct . I, 1878. 
Albert G. Lane, County Superintendent of Schools. . 
Illinois State Temperance Reform Club. Fourth Annual Report, to the 
Fourth Annual Convention, held at Bloomington, Illinois, Feb. 17,,;18, "'9, 
20,1879. Edited and published by R . W. Crampton, Secretary, Chicago. 
Report of the Text·book Commission to the Legislature ' of WisCO(l,sin, on 
Uniformity, Number, and Cost of Text·books, for the Public Schoob of the 
State. Made Jan. 8, 1879. George H. Paul, Chairman. , ,: . 
Annual Report of the Wisconsin Geological Survey, for the year 1'878. By, 
T. C. Chamberlain, Chief Geologist. 
Annual Report of the State Superintendent of Public Education. Robert 
M. Lusher, to the general assembly of LouiSiana, for the year 1877. SessIon 
of 1 87lS . 
Annual Report of the Comptroller of Public Accounts of the State of 
Texas, for the two fiscal years commencing Sept. I, 1876, and ending Aug. 
31, 1878. Stephen H . Darden, Comptroller. 
Boston University, President's Annual Report, 1877-78. Wm. H. 
Warren, President. 
Twenty·second Annual Catalog of the Officers and Students o( the State 
Aa:ricultural College of Michigan, 1878. Theophilus C. Abbott, I:.L. D., 
President. 
.., ' 
School Documeni No. 17. Suggestions accompanying the course of Study 
for Grammar and Primary Schools, Boslon. George A. Smith. ~ecretary. 
X;:int Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction of the 
State of Colorado, for the two y~ars ending AUl1ust 31, 1778. Jos. E. Shat-
tuck, Superintendent Public Instruction. ' .. 
Thirty.first Annual Report of the Board of Education of the city of Akron, 
Ohio, 1879. Samuel Findlay, Superintendent of Instruction. 
-It was a Cornhill book-dealer who sent his errand·boy out the other day 
to procure for liim a copy of Tilt /foolia Schoolmasltr, for which 'he had an 
order. The boy wrote down the litle: as repeated to him, in order that no ·mis. 
take might occur, but after a protracted absence returned with the information J 
that there was not a copy in town. After some incredulous questioning the 
boy produced his memorandum to prove that there had been no mistake in 
the name of the book, and disclosed the title,-phonetically right, but ht~ral1y 
: wl'ong,-"Who's Your Sch~lmaster?'" 
The people of Omaha are so well pleased with the results of Prof. Cobn's 
Language School, Ihat he has decided, at their request, to open a 'seCond 
session there, during Lent of next year. A school will be opened in Yank- ' 
ton, D. T ., after the close of the Omaha session in IIISo, about the middle of; 
May. Prof. Cuhn will address the Missouri State Teachers' Associ ation ' on 
tbe "Natural Method," Thursday, June '26, and illustrate the method by a 
lesso~ to beginners. 
